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Semantic matching research is the cornerstone of research in the felds of natural language similarity measurement and sensor
ontology matching (OM). In the existing Chinese semantic matching methods, there are some shortcomings, such as the single
dimension of semantic expression, the insufcient expression of context semantic relations, and the insufcient interaction of
semantic information between diferent sentences. Tis paper proposes a Chinese semantic matching algorithm based on
RoBERTa-wwm-ext with Siamese interaction and fne-tuning representation (RSIFR).Te RSIFRmodel initializes the model with
RoBERTa-wwm-ext as a vector of text. Firstly, a Siamese structure with embedded soft alignment attention mechanism and
BiLSTM is constructed to realize the information interaction between two sentences. Secondly, LSTM-BiLSTM network structure
is constructed to enhance the expression of semantic logic before and after sentences. Ten, build a training model with fne-
tuning mechanism. Fine tune the text’s eigenvector parameters through label supervision. Finally, the fusion vectors of the
sentence pairs are inserted into the MLP network layer, resulting in semantic matching results. RSIFR model starts from a variety
of dimensions, strengthens the expression ability of vectors to text semantic relations, deeply mines the semantic similarities and
diferences between diferent sentences, and generally improves the Chinese semantic matching performance. Experiments on the
public dataset LCQMC show that our model outperforms existing Chinese semantic matching models.

1. Introduction

Chinese semantic matching is to judge the semantic match
between two diferent texts for them. Te core of Chinese
semantic matching task lies in mining the deep semantic
information of text and exploring the semantic relationship
between diferent texts. Te research of text semantic
matching can be applied to application areas such as in-
telligent question and answer, machine translation [1],
natural language inference [2], WEB Sensor Ontology
Matching (OM), and Entity Semantic Similarity Measure-
ment [3].

Te text feature vector extracted by using deep neural
network technology can improve the vector’s ability to
characterize the text semantics, but it also lacks the

representation of the semantic relationship between two
sentences in the Chinese semantic matching task. Niu et al.
combined Siamese network structure with deep learning
techniques such as BiLSTM to efectively extract deep fea-
tures of the text [4]. Yang and Zhang applied the attention
mechanism in the Chinese semantic matching task to im-
prove the representation of text by feature vectors [5]. Te
feature vector of the text extracted by the Chinese pre-
processing model related to BERT [6] has stronger semantic
expression ability, which efectively improves the perfor-
mance of the Chinese semantic matching model, but lacks
the semantic information interaction between diferent texts.

In order to enhance the interactivity of semantic in-
formation and improve the ability of vectors to represent the
semantic matching relationship between texts, this paper
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proposes a Chinese semantic matching algorithm based on
RoBERTa-wwm-ext [7] with Siamese interaction and fne-
tuned representation (RSIFR). RoBERTa-wwm-ext is used as
the baseline model for Chinese preprocessing. For the
preprocessing vectors, the Siamese interaction structure with
embedded soft alignment attention mechanism and BiLSTM
and the LSTM-BiLSTM network structure are built, which
further enhance the representation ability of vectors. Ten, a
model for sentence pair classifcation fne-tuned based on
RoBERTa-wwm-ext is built and pretrained, which is used to
extract fne-tuned representation vectors of sentence pairs.
Te MLP structure is built for the fnal generated vector.

Te main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) Input the two texts independently into RoBERTa-
wwm-ext model and extract the Pooler_out layer
vector of the model. For this vector, a Siamese in-
teraction structure embedded with a soft-aligned
attention mechanism and BiLSTM is built to en-
hance the semantic interaction between the two
texts.

(2) Concatenate the two texts into a single-sentence text
and input it into the RoBERTa-wwm-ext model and
extract the Pooler_out layer vector of the model. An
LSTM-BiLSTM network layer is built for this vector,
which enhances the vector’s expression of textual
contextual semantic information.

(3) A training model that can fne-tune the initial vector
of RoBERTa-wwm-ext is constructed, and a text
vector fne-tuned by label supervision is constructed,
which further improves the representation of the
semantic relationship between texts by the vector.

1.1. Related Work. Semantic analysis is a fundamental task
in various research felds such as text matching and ontology
alignment (OA) [8]. Te innovation of deep learning
techniques provides a new technical support for semantic
analysis tasks. Techniques such as RNN [9], CNN [10], and
LSTM [11] are used to extract the features of text, which
greatly improves the ability of feature vectors to characterize
the semantic information of sentences. Te updated itera-
tions of the BERT series models have led to a breakthrough
in the ability of vectors to express text semantics, providing
research value in the feld of Chinese semantic matching.

Deep neural network-based models are an important
research direction in the feld of Chinese semantic matching.
Ranasinghe et al. used various combinations of GRU, Bi-
LSTM, etc., in Siamese network structures to compare the
representational power of various variants of the structure
for text semantics [12]. Zhang et al. combined TF-IDF and
Jaccard coefcients with CNN to improve the representation
of vectors for sentence features, but lacked semantic links
between diferent words [13]. Guo et al. analyzed the
multiple semantic compositions of texts in terms of their
frame structure and combined with the self-attention
mechanism to enhance the representation of vectors for
multiple semantic sentences, but lacked the representation
of semantic relations between diferent texts [14]. Zhao et al.

considered two granularities of words and characters in text
and built a Siamese network structure containing BiLSTM,
soft alignment attention mechanism to enhance the se-
mantic interaction between text pairs [15].

Te text feature vectors extracted by the BERT model
exhibit good semantic representations [6], and various
variant models incorporating BERT have emerged in the
research area of text semantic matching. Peinelt et al. further
enhanced the vector representation by incorporating sen-
tence topic features based on the BERT model from the
perspective of analyzing information about the topic ele-
ments of a sentence [16]. Viji and Revathy combined BERT
with a BiLSTM-based Siamese structure, and they fed the
vectors generated by BERT into the twin network for further
hierarchical training to enhance the semantic representation
of the vectors [17]. Srinarasi et al. used a combination of
WordNet and BERT models to represent semantic features
of text, further enhancing the representation of contextual
semantic information within feature vector text [9]. Cui et al.
proposed a whole-word masking approach to Chinese se-
mantic training based on the BERT family of models for the
structural properties of Chinese [7]. Tey constructed a
series of Chinese pretraining models based on BERT,
ALBERT [18], RoBERTa [19], etc., and applied the models to
Chinese semantic matching tasks with relatively excellent
performance.

In summary, the method based on deep neural network
technology is characterized by its ability to efectively extract
the contextual information of text semantics, but the ability
to capture the semantic interactions between diferent texts
is insufcient. Te method based on pretrained models
features efective representation of internal semantic rela-
tions of texts, but it lacks semantic interactivity between
diferent texts. In this regard, this paper combines the
RoBERTa-wwm-ext Chinese pretraining model with LSTM
and BiLSTM, incorporates the SA-Attention (soft alignment
attention mechanism), constructs Siamese interaction
structures, and combines the RoBERTa-wwm-ext fne-tuned
sentence pair classifcationmodel to improve the accuracy in
Chinese semantic matching tasks.

2. Methodology

2.1. Model Framework. In this paper, we propose a Chinese
semantic matching algorithm based on RSIFR. Te model
architecture is shown in Figure 1.

In Network Channel 1 (NC1), the two texts are inde-
pendently connected to the RoBERTa-wwm-ext model to
obtain the initial vector of the text. Ten, a Siamese inter-
action structure with embedded SA-Attention_BiLSTM is
built.Te two initial vectors are crossed into the two Siamese
channels and fused to produce the Siamese interaction type
feature vector SiaVec.

In Network Channel 2 (NC2), we concatenate the two
texts and feed the RoBERTa-wwm-ext model to extract the
initial vector of the text. Te initial vector is input to the
LSTM-BiLSTM network layer to generate vector LBvec.

In Network Channel 3 (NC3), a sentence pair classif-
cation model based on RoBERTa-wwm-ext fne-tuning is
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built, and a pretraining model PTM for sentence pair
classifcation is generated for the dataset training, and the
logit layer vector LGvec of the PTM is extracted.

At theMLP structure layer, vectors SiaVec and LBvec are
connected and input to the frst two fully connected layers of
theMLP.Ten, we concatenate the output vector with vector
LGvec and feed the result into the last layer of the MLP,
using sigmoid as the activation function to produce the fnal
matching result of the sentence pair.

2.2. RoBERTa-wwm-ext Vectorization. RoBERTa-wwm-ext is
a Chinese pretraining model, which adds whole-word
masking (wwm) technology to the RoBERTa model and
performs incremental training for large-scale Chinese data
[7]. We use RoBERTa-wwm-ext as the baseline model of this
model to initially extract the semantic features of Chinese
texts to provide support for the downstream tasks of the
model.

Te two sentences S1 and S2 are input to the RoB-
ERTaWE (RoBERTa-wwm-ext) model independently, and
then the Pooler_out output layer vectors of the model are
extracted separately. Te formula is as follows:

S1vec � [RoBERTaWE([S1])]Pooler - out,

S2vec � [RoBERTaWE([S2])]Pooler - out,
(1)

where S1vec and S2vec are the initial feature vectors of text
S1 and S2, respectively.

2.3. Siamese Interaction Structure. Te Chinese semantic
matching task is to determine whether the meanings
expressed by two diferent Chinese sentences are consistent.
Siamese network is to input two matching Chinese texts into
two Siamese subchannels independently, and two inde-
pendent subchannels share training weights. Te Siamese
structure not only achieves the training independence of the
two texts but also does not ignore the information inter-
action between the two texts. Within the two Siamese
subchannels, the BiLSTM model is used to train the con-
textual semantic relationships of text, and the attention
mechanism is used to enhance the interaction of text se-
mantic information. Te Siamese network structure based
on SA-Attention and BiLSTM not only considers the
learning of similar features between two sentences but also
efectively exploits the heterogeneous information between
two sentences, which enhances the performance of Chinese
semantic matching tasks.

Te Siamese interaction structure is shown in the NC1
channel in Figure 1. In the NC1 channel, the feature vectors
of the two sentences are input into two Siamese subchannels,
respectively. At the same time, after the feature vector of the
sentence is processed by each layer of network structure, it is
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Figure 1: Model architecture diagram.
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connected with the vector before processing, so as to retain
the original semantic features of the text and avoid the loss of
information. Finally, the vectors computed by the two
subchannels are fused to produce the fnal sentence pair
vector representation. Te network processing process is
shown in Figure 2.

Te vectors S1vec and S2vec are crossed input to the
Siamese interaction structure and frst processed by SA-
Attention. Te attention scoring function of vectors S1vec
and S2vec is as follows:

Score(S1vec, S2vec) � S1vecT
· S2vec, (2)

where Score(S1vec, S2vec) is the attention scoring function,
and then the attention distribution is calculated using the
softmax function. Te formula is as follows:

P �
exp(Score(S1vec, S2vec))


dim
i�1 exp(Score S( 1vec, S2vec))i

, (3)

where P is the attention distribution function. We multiply
P with the vectors S1vec and S2vec to calculate the corre-
sponding weighted distribution. In order to avoid infor-
mation loss, the initial vectors S1vec and S2vec are added to
the calculation results. At the same time, the result of the
addition is connected with S1vec and S2vec, respectively.
Te formula is as follows:

Avec1 � Concat[P · S1vec + S1vec, S1vec],

Avec2 � Concat[P · S2vec + S2vec, S2vec].
(4)

Te vectors Avec1 and Avec2 are input to the BiLSTM,
and the output vectors are concatenated with the vectors
generated in the previous steps, respectively. Te formula is
as follows:

SiaVec1 � Concat[BiLSTM(Avec1),Avec1, S1vec],

SiaVec2 � Concat[BiLSTM(Avec2),Avec2, S2vec].
(5)

Te vectors SiaVec1 and SiaVec2 are fused to produce
the fnal vector representation SiaVec of the sentence pair.
Te formula is as follows:

SiaVec � [|SiaVec1 − SiaVec2|, SiaVec1⊙ SiaVec2], (6)

where ⊙ represents the multiplication of the corresponding
terms of vectors SiaVec1 and SiaVec2. Te vector SiaVec
preserves the original semantic information of the text and
enhances the semantic interaction between the two
sentences.

2.4. LSTM-BiLSTM Network Structure. Te LSTM model
captures the semantic relationships between long-distance
words in text very well, and it focuses on the forward
encoding relationships in text sentences.Te BiLSTMmodel
focuses on both the positive and negative directions of the
text, efectively expressing the context semantic relationship
of the text. Chinese text semantics has a strong positive
logical relationship. Based on this, we frst use LSTM model
to enhance the forward logical semantic representation of

text semantics. Ten, through the BiLSTM model, we pay
more attention to the text semantic forward logic, but also
learn the reverse semantic logical relationship of text. Te
LSTM-BiLSTM fusion model more efectively enhances the
vector’s contextual semantics for text.

Te model is shown in Figure 1 for the NC2 channel.
Firstly, two sentences S1 and S2 are connected to one
sentence of text. Te text Sen is input to the RoBERTaWE
(RoBERTa-wwm-ext), and the output Pvec of the Poo-
ler_out layer is extracted as the initial vector representation
of the text. Te formula is as follows:

Sen � [[CLS]S1[SEP]S2[SEP]],

Pvec � [RoBERTaWE([Sen])]Pooler - out.

(7)

Ten, vector Pvec is input to the LSTM layer, denoted as
LSTM([Pvec]). To avoid losing information, frst concate-
nate LSTM([Pvec]) with Pvec, and then enter the BiLSTM
layer to obtain the fnal vector LBvec. Te formula is as
follows:

LBvec � BiLSTM(Concat[LSTM([Pvec]), Pvec]), (8)

where LBvec is based on the RoBERTa-wwm-ext, which
further enhances the semantic interaction within a single
text and between two texts and enriches the representational
information of the sentence pairs embedded in the vector.

2.5. Text Feature Representation Based onRoBERTa-wwm-ext
Fine-Tuning. Te feature vectors extracted directly from the
RoBERTa-wwm-ext model ignore the infuence of labels on
the representation of text feature vectors. A RoBERTa-wwm-
ext training model with fne-tuning mechanism is con-
structed, and the text’s eigenvector parameters are adjusted
through label supervision. Te feature vector extracted by
this structure covers the semantic association between text
pairs, which improves the Chinese semantic matching
performance.

Te model is shown in Figure 1 for the NC3 channel.
Firstly, the output vector Pvec of the Pooler_out layer of
RoBERTa-wwm-ext is input to the linear transformation
layer. Te formula is as follows:

LWvec � Pvec · W
T

+ Bias, (9)

where W is the weight matrix of the vector Pvec undergoing
linear transformation and Bias is the bias of the function.

Ten, the vector LWvec passes through the softmax
activation layer, resulting in the fnal text pair matching
result PLWvec. Te formula is as follows:

PLWvec �
exp(LWvec)


dim
i�1 LWveci

. (10)

Supervised training is performed on the data to generate
the sentence pair classifcation pretraining model PTM, and
the logit output layer is extracted as a feature vector for the
fne-tuned type of text pairs. Te formula is as follows:

LGvec � [PTM([Sen])]Logits. (11)
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Te fne-tuned vector LGvec, which directly contains the
semantic matching relationship between sentence pairs,
plays a key role in the subsequent judgment of the matching
degree of text pairs.

2.6. MLP Structure. After the analysis in the previous sec-
tions, vector LGvec contains the semantic matching infor-
mation of sentence pairs, so vector LGvec is not involved in
training in the frst two fully connected layers of the MLP
layer to avoid the loss of matching information.

Firstly, vectors SiaVec and LBvec are connected and
participate in the training of the frst two fully connected
layers of MLP, and RL2 is the output of the fully connected
layer. Te formula is as follows:

RL1 � MLPlayer1(Concat[SiaVec, LBvec]),

RL2 � MLPlayer2 RL1 ( .
(12)

Ten, the vectors RL2 and LGvec are connected to
participate in the training of the fully connected layer of
MLP layer 3, and fnally, the fnal matching result is output
by the sigmoid activation function.Te formula is as follows:

RL3 � MLPlayer3 Concat RL2, LGvec ( ,

R � MLPSigmoid RL3 ( (R � 0: Mismatch, R � 1: Match),

⎧⎨

⎩

(13)

where R is the matching result.

2.7. RSIFR Algorithm Implementation. Te algorithm
implementation of the model RSIFR is mainly divided into
Chinese preprocessing and Chinese semantic matching
classifcation training. Te overall algorithm framework
includes the entire processing process from the initial
sentence pair input to the fnal semantic matching result,
which more clearly shows the algorithm composition of
RSIFR. Te algorithm process is shown in Table 1.

3. Experiment

3.1. Dataset. Te Chinese text contained in the public
dataset LCQMC [20] covers a wide range of felds and is
widely used in the research of Chinese semantic matching-
related tasks. Terefore, in the experiments of this paper, we
use LCQMC as the experimental dataset of this model. Te
size of the dataset is shown in Table 2.

Te format of the LCQMC dataset is two Chinese texts
corresponding to a 0/1 tag, with 0 indicating a semantic
mismatch between the two texts and 1 indicating a match.
Te example of the dataset is shown in Table 3.

3.2. Ablation Experiments. Temodel RSIFR in this paper is
designed with three core structures NC1, NC2, and NC3, as
shown in Figure 1. To prove the validity and necessity of each
structure in the model, the three modules NC1, NC2, and
NC3 are eliminated on the basis of RSIFR model, and the
evaluation index changes of RSIFR, RSIFRNC1+NC2,
RSIFRNC1+NC3, and RSIFRNC1+NC3 models are
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BiLSTM
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...

...
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Figure 2: Siamese interaction structure.
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experimentally compared.Te evaluation index of themodel
utilizes the ACC and F1 values, and the results of the ex-
periment are shown in Table 4.

In Table 4, the evaluation indexes ACC and F1 of RSIFR
are greater than the evaluation indexes of each ablated
model. Tis proves the necessity of the simultaneous exis-
tence of the three modules in the RSIFR model, and all three
modules contribute to the performance improvement of the
RSIFR model.

3.3. Performance Comparison Based on Diferent Baseline
Models. RSIFR model is a vector representation with
RoBERTa-wwm-ext to initially extract the text. Cui et al.
published a series of Chinese preprocessing models such as
BERT-wwm at the same time [7]. We used diferent Chinese
preprocessing models as the baseline model for Chinese
preprocessing in this paper model to compare and verify the
Chinese preprocessing model with the best performance.
Te experimental data are shown in Table 5.

Te experimental results show that RoBERTa-wwm-ext
is used as the baseline model for Chinese preprocessing, and
the two evaluation indicators of ACC and F1 on the LCQMC
dataset achieve the maximum value, and the performance is
the best.

3.4. Comparison of Existing Models. We compare the per-
formance of RSIFR with existing models and use ACC and
F1 as the evaluation indicators of the model. Te data
comparison is shown in Table 6.

Te existing BERT-related Chinese semantic matching
model is a model derived from an improved model based on
BERT. BERT-wwm is added with the method of full-word
masking based on the BERT. BERT-wwm-ext has been
trained incrementally in Chinese on the basis of BERT-wwm
[7]. RoBERTa and MacBERT [7] are two other improved
models of BERT. Te two models were separately trained
incrementally, resulting in Chinese semantic pretraining
models such as RoBERTa-wwm-ext, RoBERTa-wwm-ext-
large, MacBERT-base, and MacBERT-large [7]. Tey are
applied to Chinese semantic matching tasks and show rel-
atively good performance.

Among other existing models, Lattice-CNN is used to
extract text semantic information from the perspective of
multigranularity of text [21]; BiMPM is used to jointly
capture the contextual semantic of the text from both
positive and negative directions [22]; ESIM is used to use
attention mechanism on text sequences to achieve in-
ference between text sequences [23]; CATsNET is used to
capture nonlocal features of text by building a Siamese
network of crossattention mechanism [24]; GMN is used
to build a graph structure that efectively expresses
multiple textual meanings and combined with BERT [25];

Table 1: RSIFR algorithm processing process.

RSIFR algorithm
1: Input: Sentence pairs S1, S2

2: Output: Semantic matching results R
3: S1, S2 independent input RoBERTa-WM, extract the pool_out layer vector SP1, SP2

4: S1, S2 connect input RoBERTa-WM, extract the pool_out layer P
5: Sentence pair classifcation model pretraining

6: for each epochs
7: S1, S2 input RoBERTa-WM, extract the pool_out layer vector D

8: Logits� linear (D)
9: res� softmax (logits)

10: end for
11: Training generates sentence pair classifcation pretraining model PTM

12: S1, S2 input PTM, extract logits layer vector LG
13: for each epochs

14: SP1, SP2 input SA-Attention, resulting in P1, P2
15: P1, P2 input BiLSTM, resulting in L1, L2

16: Concat [SP1, P1, L1]�> SV1
17: Concat [SP2, P2, L2]�> SV2

18: Concat [|SV1-SV2|, SV1∗ SV2]�> SV
19: P input LSTM, resulting in PL

20: Concat [P, PL] input BiLSTM, resulting in LB
21: SV, LB, LG input MLP

22: Concat [SV, LB] Input MLP layer 1, resulting in R1. dropout (0.2)
23: R1 Input MLP layer 2, resulting in R2. dropout (0.2)

24: Concat [R2, LG] Input MLP layer 3, resulting in R3. dropout (0.2)
25: R� sigmoid (R3)

26: end for

Table 2: Size of LCQMC dataset.

Dataset Total Positive Negative
Training 238766 138574 100192
Validation 8802 4402 4400
Test 12500 6250 6250
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StyleBERT is used to combine Chinese pinyin, strokes,
and other dimensions to enrich Chinese representation
[26]; COIN is used for semantic alignment of diferent text
sequences by establishing a context-aware crossattention
mechanism [27]; PERT is used to establish a training
method for text position substitution by combining
N-gram and whole-word masking methods [28]; and
ABOEN is an attention-based semantic enhancement
model, which is used to extract fner-grained semantic
information [29].

Te two evaluation indicators of ACC and F1 of the
RSIFR algorithm model achieved the maximum value in the
comparison model, and the data are shown in Table 6.
Experimental data show that the performance of the RSIFR
algorithm model on the data LCQMC is better than the
existing Chinese semantic matching model.

Before the RSIFRmodel worked, we locally prestored the
initial vectors of the text. Subsequent text semantic analysis
and text-matching tasks of the model are based on locally
stored text initial vectors. In the process of model training,
the time cost of initial text eigenvector initialization is saved,
the training efciency and running performance of the
model are improved, and the training cost of the model is
reduced.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a Chinese semantic matching
algorithm based on RoBERTa-wwm-ext with Siamese in-
teraction and fne-tuned representation. We study and
design the Siamese interaction structure, the LSTM-BiLSTM
network structure, and the text feature representation

Table 5: Experimental results based on diferent baseline models.

Model ACC F1
Based on BERT-base 88.90 88.84
Based on BERT-wwm 87.79 88.35
Based on BERT-wwm-ext 87.61 87.84
Based on ALBERT-base 88.50 88.20
Based on RoBERTa-wwm-ext-large 86.92 87.78
Based on RoBERTa-wwm-ext (ours) 89.56 89.67

Table 6: Comparison of existing models.

BERT-related models ACC F1 Other existing models ACC F1
BERT 86.9 — Lattice-CNN 82.1 82.4
BERT-wwm 87.0 — BiMPM 83.3 84.9
BERT-wwm-ext 87.1 — ESIM 82.6 84.5
RoBERTa-wwm-ext 86.4 — CATsNET 83.15 —
RoBERTa-wwm-ext-large 87.0 — GMN 84.6 86.0
MacBERT-base 87.0 — COIN 86.2 87.0
MacBERT-large 87.6 — PERT 87.2 —
GMN-BERT 87.3 88.0 ABOEN 84.89 85.91
StyleBERT 87.9 —
RSIFR (ours) 89.56 89.67 RSIFR (ours) 89.56 89.67

Table 3: Example of LCQMC dataset.

Type Sentence pair Label

Positive

S1: 怎么能让玻璃更干净
(How can we make the glass cleaner)
S2: 如何把玻璃擦得又干净又亮

(How to wipe the glass clean and bright)

1

Negative

S1: 你是学生还是老师
(Are you a student or a teacher)

S2: 你是徐老师学生吗
(Are you Mr. Xu’s student)

0

Table 4: Results of ablation experiments.

Model ACC F1
RSIFRNC1+NC2 83.62 83.80
RSIFRNC1+NC3 88.98 89.35
RSIFRNC2+NC3 88.20 88.85
RSIFRNC1+NC2+NC3 (ours) 89.56 89.67
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structure fne-tuned based on RoBERTa-wwm-ext.Te three
structures generate twin interaction vectors, fully connected
vectors, and fne-tuned representation vectors of sentence
pairs, respectively, and a specifc MLP network structure is
designed for the three vector representations to obtain the
fnal semantic matching result. Te RSIFR Chinese semantic
matching algorithm proposed in this paper starts from
multiple dimensions of Chinese text, not only considers the
contextual semantic relationship within a single text but also
considers the semantic heterogeneous relationship between
diferent texts, efectively strengthening the semantic in-
teraction between diferent sentences It enhances the rep-
resentation ability of vectors for textual context semantics.
We show through experiments that the model proposed in
this paper outperforms existing Chinese semantic matching
algorithms on the public dataset LCQMC.
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